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Week 2 - Mastering Your 
Messaging, Branding & Outreach 

 



The Fundamentals 
Of Selling



Loss Aversion 



Loss Aversion

People care more about losing a 
dollar than gaining a dollar.

Some studies have suggested that 
losses are twice as powerful, 
psychologically, as gains.



Loss Aversion
Ways You Can Leverage the Consequence of Loss Aversion 

● Trial periods (Uncertainty Reduction & The Endowment Effect)

● Money-back guarantee (Uncertainty Reduction & The Endowment Effect)

● Threats of what they lose if they don’t get your solution 

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Trial_period&action=edit&redlink=1


Loss Aversion - Summary
1. Make them REALIZE and FEEL what they LOSE when NOT choosing your 

Solution. 

2. Paint a picture of the losses and bad consequences. 

3. Have them SEE the picture in their head. 



The 
Endowment Effect



The Endowment Effect
You overvalue the house because you own it.

1. When a marketer makes you feel  like an owner, you’re more likely to overvalue it and 
pay more for what they’re selling.
a. Free Trials: Uncertainty Reduction(explained later) + Endowment Effect

2. Because the endowment effect causes you to overvalue things you own, you are more 
likely to accumulate stuff you don’t need and have a hard time parting with it.
a. Once you bought something with a money back guarantee, and you start to feel like 

an owner, you are less likely to give it away. 



The Endowment Effect - Examples
● Test driving a car makes you willing to pay more for it
● Free trials trick you into liking a product more than you really do.
● You’re less likely to spend money when you get it from a family member 

instead of a stranger 
● You build or make something yourself just to save money but it actually 

costs more in the end 



The Endowment Effect - Summary

Make them feel like they own it already.



Uncertainty Reduction



Uncertainty Reduction
What are the customer’s hesitations?

What are their biggest fears? 

What are the wrong assumptions that could be holding them back?

How can you reduce their uncertainty about it?



Target Pain 
Agitate Solve 



Pain Agitate Solve 

TARGET 
Who is your target audience? More so, how can we segment that audience in the smallest most hyper-laser 
targeted audience as possible?

1.  You can directly personally address the <position> in a certain <company size> with the PAIN POINTS 
that are relevant for them, giving you the highest possible conversion rate

a.   E.g., A medical device CEO of a 1 to 5 employee company will have different pain points 
and responsibilities than the medical device CEO of a 1000 to 5000 employee company.



Pain Agitate Solve 
TARGET 

2. You can segment different audiences by addressing their role / company / geography specific pain 
points to maximize your ROI

a.   To the CEO from a bottom-line / overarching business strategy perspective
To the CFO from a Financial Perspective
To the CSO from a Sales Perspective
To the COO from an operational Perspective



Pain Agitate Solve 
 

Pain
What is the main problem / pain point that your target 
audience has? What keeps them up at night? What are 
problems that they have but seem to be unable to solve (or 
unable to solve with their current vendors or in-house team or 
your competition?) What is the biggest problem that they are 
trying to solve? What is the one symptom aka. the pain they 
experience over and over?



Pain Agitate Solve 
Agitate - “So what”
We agitate the prospect about their pain. If they have had this problem / pain for a while and they have not 
done anything about them, clearly there was either a lack of urgency or a lack of a convenient solution. We 
make it clear that postponing the solution to their problem will make things only worse. We list all the 
painstaking consequences that will continue to grow if they do not take action now. This will cause them to 
really pay attention and not only read the message but progress to the next stage in the sales process and 
initiate contact and book a meeting with you. 

Don’t just say what the problem is - what are they losing or missing out on when not solving it? 
Escalate the consequences. Frame consequences in a way to urge them to act NOW.



Pain Agitate Solve 
Solve
You are the solution to the problems of your target audience. Allow your prospects 
to discover how you can alleviate your pain. If you talk to the right prospect, at the 
right time, and you can solve their problem and your price is fair, there is nothing to 
sell. There are only two parties coming together helping each other. By doing the 
homework upfront and identifying the right target audience and their problems and 
pain points and effectively calling them out in the sales script, you will be able to 
convert your prospects into customers.

Position yourself to be THE SAVIOR of this problem. Describe what results you can 
get the client, what it will feel like, what the positive consequences are. What 
makes you unique in providing this solution? What can you offer to reduce 
uncertainty [e.g., free trial, money-back guarantee]?
 



Pain Agitate Solve - Formula - Examples
Pain 

Agitate 

Solve



Pain Agitate Solve - Formula - Examples
Pain 

Agitate 

Solve



Pain Agitate Solve - Formula - Examples
Pain 

Agitate 

Solve



Pain Agitate Solve - Formula - Examples
Pain 

Agitate 

Solve



Outreach



LinkedIn 



Profile 
Optimization 



● Treat your profile as a living asset - Update with new projects and skills
● Optimize profile photo with a professional headshot that shows smiling friendly demeanor
● Customize your LinkedIn URL 
● Include your LinkedIn profile in your email signature
● Include keywords that your clients might search for and include them in your profile 
● Optimize Headline: Include keywords your prospects search for, ensure headline fully 

represents you and your work
● Optimize your summary:  Why you do what you do 

[Answer the questions: Can this company help me solve my business problems?]
● Update your contact information and provide instructions on how to contact you in profile: 

e.g., go our website or email us (LinkedIn rewards that with higher visibility)
● Install and use the LinkedIn mobile app to never miss responses to messages

Optimize Your Profile

https://www.linkedin.com/help/linkedin/answer/87/customizing-your-public-profile-url?lang=en


Optimize 
Your 
Profile



Optimize Your Profile



Optimize Your Profile



Optimize Your Profile



Optimize Your Profile



Lead Generation



Goal: Book Strategy Session
When you engage on LinkedIn, be aware that booking a call with your prospect 
is always your number one goal. 

LinkedIn Sales Cycle

1. Target
2. Reach Out
3. Engage
4. Qualify
5. Book Strategy Session
6. Keep Track of Leads



Acquire 
● Filter and segment your target audience 

Engage 
● Invite and message them with the script
● In responses, add the human touch to ensure max conversions 

Follow-Up 
● Follow-up on leads who expressed interest to ensure that they book and confirm the meeting

Book
● Final booking either done through you or the client but definitely though calendly to allow follow-up sequence to be 

automated for nurturing

Track & Log
● Log your warm and hot leads in a CRM or Google Sheet. See example template here.

LinkedIn Lead Process

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ZSuRWZeMs1qsZeCJIqqiwQTL0Fym8Tmbj5ixuI2lt-4/edit?usp=sharing


Acquire 
● Filter and segment your target audience 

Engage 
● Invite and message them with script
● In responses, add the human touch to ensure max conversions 

Follow-Up 
● Follow-up on leads who expressed interest to ensure that they book and confirm the meeting

Book
● Final booking either done through you or the client but definitely though calendly to allow follow-up sequence to be 

automated for nurturing

Track & Log
● Log your warm and hot leads in a CRM or Google Sheet. See example template here.

LinkedIn Lead Process

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1ZSuRWZeMs1qsZeCJIqqiwQTL0Fym8Tmbj5ixuI2lt-4/edit?usp=sharing


Get Sales Navigator - 1 Month free trial



Get Calendly



Write to your 
prospects and when 
trying to book a 
meeting include a link 
to your calendly to 
see open slots. 



Lead Gen Automation 



Lead Gen Automation 
Disclaimer
● The following slides are educational only and do not represent advice or legal 

advice
● Stated suggestions are suggestions only and cannot guarantee the safety of 

your account 
 



Lead Gen Automation 



Lead Gen Automation 



Lead Gen Automation 



Lead Gen Automation 
Disclaimers & Risks
● Use at your own risk, even though a lot of people on LinkedIn are using 

automation, is still technically against their Terms of Service and there is a risk 
LinkedIn might restrict your profile if your activity spikes too much or users 
report you as spammy.

● If you have a LinkedIn profile you have build up over the years that is extremely 
valuable to you, consider using another profile (of employees or friends and 
family) where it would be ok should the account get restricted (temporarily or 
indefinitely)



Lead Gen Automation 
Rules to Keep Your Account As Safe As Possible
● As such, you need to make sure your behavior on LinkedIn is respectful & not 

spammy
● Keep daily invitations 

< 100/day for accounts with more than 200 connections or older than 6 
months
< 70/day for accounts with more than 200 connections or 6 months age at 
minimum, work yourself up to 70 (Week 1: 40, Week 2: 60, Week 3: 80)

● Never exceed 100 invitations per day



Lead Gen Automation 
Rules to Keep Your Account As Safe As Possible
● Keep messages on LinkedIn < 50 per day 
● Keep pending (outstanding invitations < 1,000) - cancel them regularly
● Always have a Sales Navigator Subscription with the LinkedIn profile you are 

using
● Never share your login with anybody else to log into the profile
● Don’t be logged into the profile from more than 2 computers. 



[Worksheets]



Optimize Your LinkedIn Profile 

● based on the teachings in this course. 

Also, include the following in your headline: 

    I help:_(Who)____Do:__(What)_, So that:__(result)__

    Unlike:____(alternatives)_, Because of:__(your distinction)_



Define Your Targeting  

● based on the feedback you have received in Week 1 AND

● the targeting capabilities in LinkedIn 



Write An Invitation Script For LinkedIn   

● For Connecting On LinkedIn 



Write A Follow-Up Script For LinkedIn   

1. Follow-Up After Connected

2. Follow-Up #1

3. Follow-Up #2

4. Follow-Up #3



Manually Connect With 50 people/day on 

LinkedIn  

Using Your Messaging Scripts



Optional: 

If you’d like, try Lead Gen Automation 

considering precautions mentioned   

● Using Your Messaging Scripts


